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a b s t r a c t 

FIB/SEM nanotomography (FIB- nt ) is a powerful technique for the determination and quantification of the 

three-dimensional microstructure in subsurface features. Often times, the microstructure of a sample is 

the ultimate determiner of the overall performance of a system, and a detailed understanding of its prop- 

erties is crucial in advancing the materials engineering of a resulting device. While the FIB- nt technique 

has developed significantly in the 15 years since its introduction, advanced nanotomographic analysis is 

still far from routine, and a number of challenges remain in data acquisition and post-processing. In this 

work, we present a number of techniques to improve the quality of the acquired data, together with easy- 

to-implement methods to obtain “advanced” microstructural quantifications. The techniques are applied 

to a solid oxide fuel cell cathode of interest to the electrochemistry community, but the methodologies 

are easily adaptable to a wide range of material systems. Finally, results from an analyzed sample are 

presented as a practical example of how these techniques can be implemented. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The first successful research implementation of FIB- nt was re-

ported nearly 15 years ago [1] . The technique has become much

more common as the adoption of combined focused ion beam

– scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM) systems has increased,

such that commercial vendors now typically advertise and sell

software packages specifically used to acquire 3D data (some com-

mon packages are: Auto Slice and View [2] , Atlas 5 [3] , Mill and

Monitor [4] , and 3D Acquisition Wizard [5] ). Generally, the 3D data

acquisition process proceeds as follows [6] : 

1. To acquire a stack of SEM images, the sample is tilted to an

inclined angle, usually the same as the angular offset between

the electron and ion beams. 

2. Using the FIB, a large trench is milled around an area of interest

to expose a “data cube” to be acquired, which is then placed at

the coincidence point of the two beams (see Fig. 1 ). 
∗ Corresponding authors. 

E-mail addresses: joshua.taillon@nist.gov (J.A. Taillon), riba@umd.edu (L.G. 

Salamanca-Riba). 
1 Present address: Material Measurement Laboratory, National Institute of Stan- 

dards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, 20899, United States. 
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3. Slices of the sample are milled in the z direction, and after each

mill, an image is taken with the electron beam in the xy plane

(at an angle). 

a) If desired, chemical and/or structural information can also

be obtained at each slice by collecting X-ray EDS spectrum

images (EDS) or electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) pat-

terns as well [7,8] . 

4. The slice and image process is repeated using automation soft-

ware supplied with the microscope in order to build up a 3D

volume of data. 

IB- nt has been successfully used on a broad variety of sample

ypes, meaning the methods presented in this work will be of

se in a wide range of scientific fields. Inkson et al. [1] initially

eveloped the FIB- nt methodology for examining FeAl nanocom-

osites, but it has since been used for 3D chemical analysis of

lloys [9] , microstructural characterization of Li-ion battery elec-

rodes [10] , and pore structure characterization in shale gas sam-

les [11] . FIB- nt has seen extensive use in the microstructural in-

estigation of solid oxide fuel cell cathodes and anodes [12–29] ,

nd in the characterization of many other materials (see Holzer

nd Cantoni [6] for a thorough review). These works feature excit-

ng findings in a range of materials, but the majority are published

ith a focus on samples and applications, rather than on micro-

copic methodology. As such, there are often only scant descrip-

ions of methodology, and a lack of details about specific methods

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2017.07.017
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ultramic
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Fig. 1. Schematic of FIB- nt experimental geometry. The sample is positioned at the 

intersection of the electron and ion beams for simultaneous imaging and milling. α

is typically in the range of [50–55] °. Figure adapted from Holzer et al. [14] . 
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Fig. 2. (a) Photograph of half-cell SOFC stack. A Pt wire (for electrical measure- 

ments) is wrapped around the center of the (white) YSZ electrolyte support. The 

30 μm cathode layer is visible on the top of the support, and the entire top surface 

is coated with an Au contact. (b) Photograph of the SOFC mounted in cross section 

after epoxy impregnation, ready for FIB/SEM examination. The sample is mechani- 

cally clamped on the sides with three set screws. 
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nd their implementations. In this work, we introduce and fully

escribe a number of techniques to improve the quality of acquired

IB- nt data. Our specific implementations are also published in a

reely available repository to assist other researchers in the use and

mprovement of the methods presented here [30] . 

For the purposes of demonstration, the methods presented in

his work are applied to a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) cathode sam-

le. SOFCs are efficient and high-performance electrochemical en-

rgy conversion devices that are fuel flexible and cleaner than cur-

ently used alternatives [31] . On the cathode side of an SOFC de-

ice, the primary goal is the reduction of oxygen, which takes place

t the boundary between the open pore, electrolyte, and cathode

hase, known as the triple phase boundary (TPB). Accordingly, the

orphology and three-dimensional microstructure of the cathode

trongly affect the available sites for oxygen reduction, which in

urn control the cathode polarization and performance. 

More specifically, quantifiable microstructural parameters such 

s overall porosity, tortuosity ( τ ), and connectivity of the pore net-

ork have specific impacts on the total polarization resistance ob-

erved in the cathode. Other parameters such as surface area and

olume of each phase change the available sites for gas adsorp-

ion within the cathode, while the triple phase boundary length

ontrols overall charge transfer. Many of these parameters can be

irectly quantified using a FIB/SEM. The simplest parameters, such

s porosity, phase surface area and volume, particle size, etc. were

ome of the first to be investigated using this method [14,15,17,18] .

ilson et al. [32] and Gostovic et al. [13] followed with detailed de-

criptions of phase and three-dimensional topological connectivity,

espectively. Many authors have explored the concepts of phase

ortuosity with various approaches, ranging from relatively sim-

le center of mass considerations to more complex finite element

odeling [13,16,20,21,32–34] . A natural extension of these methods

as to examine the three dimensional interface between all phases

the TPB), and to quantify the total triple phase boundary lengths

 L TPB ), as well as the fraction of these that were expected to be

lectrochemically active [13,16,22,27,32,33] . In the SOFC literature

and in other fields as well), there is little consensus regarding the
ethods used to measure many of these parameters. Even among

orks from the same research group, the specific techniques used

o calculate L TPB or τ can vary widely (and the implementations

re rarely publicly available), leading to difficulty comparing results

etween reports. 

This work describes the specific techniques used to acquire

 high resolution image stack from an LSM-YSZ composite SOFC

athode: 

SM : ( La 0 . 8 Sr 0 . 2 ) 0 . 95 MnO 3+ δ
YSZ : (Y 2 O 3 ) 0 . 08 ( Zr O 2 ) 0 . 92 

mage acquisition and post-processing strategies are demonstrated

nd discussed, followed by a detailed review of computational

ethods that can be used to calculate various morphological and

icrostructural properties from a three-dimensional dataset. Fi-

ally, implementation of these procedures is demonstrated on an

xample LSM-YSZ cathode sample. 

. Experimental procedures 

.1. Sample fabrication 

An LSM-YSZ composite cathode layer was fabricated using stan-

ard screen printing techniques on a pre-sintered YSZ bulk elec-

rolyte support, yielding an SOFC “half-cell”. For the support, YSZ

owder (TOSOH Corp.) was uniaxially pressed in a 10 mm diameter

ie and sintered at 1450 °C for 6 h. The sintered electrolyte pellet

as then polished to 5 mm thickness. Slurries of composite cath-

de material, made from 50:50 wt.% LSM-YSZ (Fuel Cell Materi-

ls), were screen printed onto the YSZ support, resulting in a cath-

de layer of approximately 30μm. The cathodes (together with the

re-sintered electrolyte) were sintered at 1100 °C for 2 h to remove

he pore-forming material and generate a composite cathode layer

ith porous structure. A gold contact layer (for electrical measure-

ents) was painted onto the surface of the cathode; a photograph

f the cell is shown in Fig. 2 a. 

.2. FIB/SEM sample preparation 

The quality of a volume reconstruction can be only as high

s each individual image that is acquired during the FIB- nt pro-

ess. Many artifacts common to FIB/SEM can complicate the seg-

entation and reconstruction process, including (but not limited
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Fig. 3. Examples of common artifacts that can occur during a FIB/SEM nanotomographic acquisition. (a) The “pore-back” effect is the imaging of material that is not on 

the current plane of interest, which appears due to electrons escaping from the back of a pore through the open vacuum; (b) curtaining artifacts arise from ion channeling 

during the milling process and appear as vertical striations and (c) electron image ( V acc = 5 kV) showing sample charging (bright regions) on a LSM/YSZ cathode that is 

typical when imaging poorly conducting materials. 

Fig. 4. (a) Overview of data acquisition site after initial preparation (trenching and fiducial milling). Referenced directions are as shown in the figure, such that each image is 

taken of an xy plane, and slices progress in the z direction (following the convention of Holzer et al. [14] ). The dashed lines highlight the position of the lines milled into the 

protective layer to track slice thickness, and the outlined box is the fiducial mark that has been milled for ion beam positioning during the automated process. (b) Example 

raw image that is acquired during the FIB- nt process. The bulk YSZ electrolyte is visible on the left, while the three phases (Pore – dark, LSM – intermediate, YSZ – bright) 

are all clearly distinguished in the composite cathode. The fiducials milled to measure slice thickness are visible in the FIB-deposited Pt at the sample surface. 
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to): “pore-back” imaging, FIB curtaining, and local sample charg-

ing. As such, a number of steps taken prior to SEM observation

can significantly enhance the fidelity of the resulting volumetric

representation, while other artifacts can be corrected through post-

acquisition image processing. 

Fig. 3 illustrates a few of the more critical artifacts encountered

during an automated FIB- nt acquisition. The “pore-back” effect is

shown in Fig. 3 a and is highlighted by the pore outlined in yellow.

Within this region there is non-negligible contrast visible, aris-

ing from electrons emitted from behind the current face of inter-

est that reach the electron detector through the open pore. While

this feature is relatively easy to manually distinguish, this contrast

causes significant challenges for automated segmentation routines,

and is best avoided, if at all possible. Additionally, inhomogeneity

in both surface and subsurface structure can result in ion chan-

neling during milling, which causes vertical striations on the cut

face (so-called “curtaining,” see Fig. 3 b), preventing a clear view

of the true structure at each slice. While any inhomogeneity can

cause this effect, it is especially pronounced when there is open

pore space, as the pores funnel the milling ions into specific chan-

nels. These artifacts can be somewhat mitigated by image post-

processing [35] , but initial avoidance is very beneficial to a high-

fidelity reconstruction. Finally, electrical charging artifacts, which
re common in all SEM investigations of insulating samples (see

ig. 3 c) [36] , need to be mitigated as much as possible, especially

n systems where subtle contrast changes are important (such as

he LSM-YSZ composite imaged in this work). 

S ufficient sample preparation and careful control of imaging

onditions can alleviate many of the listed concerns. Both the

pore-back” and curtaining artifacts can be significantly reduced

y impregnating the porous structure with a low viscosity epoxy.

his makes the structure more homogeneous (reducing curtain-

ng) and also prevents imaging of the pore-backs. Another op-

ion that achieves a similar effect with the benefit of added con-

uctivity, is a Wood’s metal intrusion [37] , although sensitive mi-

rostructures can be adversely modified by the pressure required

o fill the pores. Careful consideration of specific sample require-

ents will determine the best procedure. Furthermore, these in-

rusion/impregnation strategies are only of use in samples with

ajority open pore networks, which provide a percolation path-

ay for the filling material. 

In this work, a vacuum infiltrator (Allied VacuPrep) was used to

ully encase the samples. The sample was placed in a 1 in. mount-

ng cup such that the cathode-electrolyte interface was normal to

he bottom surface. Samples were then degassed under vacuum

or 5 min, at which point a low viscosity epoxy (Allied Epoxy-
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et) was flowed slowly over each cup, allowing ample time for

he epoxy to fully permeate the porous structure. The epoxy was

ntroduced using a 1/4 ̋ ID flexible tube, allowing approximately

 drip (roughly 0.5 mL) per second. Once the samples were fully

overed with epoxy, they were held under vacuum for 1 min and

eturned to atmospheric pressure, at which point they were left

o cure overnight. Once cured, the samples were planarized us-

ng a low grit SiC abrasive paper (LECO). An automated polish-

ng machine (LECO GPX-200) was used to grind the sample us-

ng 320 −1200 grit papers, and then polished with a 3 μm diamond

uspension. To prevent charging, a thin layer (few nm) of carbon

as sputtered (Balzers) onto the polished surface, and the sample

as mounted with conductive graphite paint and Cu tape onto an

poxy mount SEM holder (Ted Pella, Inc.) (see Fig. 2 b). Mechani-

al clamping of the sample is preferred over conductive adhesive

ounting to maximize long-term acquisition stability and mini-

ize physical specimen drift. 

.3. FIB/SEM observation 

In this work, images for the three-dimensional reconstructions

ere obtained using an FEI Helios 650 dual beam FIB/SEM, at the

enter for Nanoscale Science and Technology (CNST) user facil-

ty at the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST,

aithersburg, MD). Once an area of interest is located, the sur-

ounding area should be prepared to maximize the imaging signal

nd structural fidelity. First, a layer of protective Pt (or another ma-

erial) is deposited on the sample surface using the ion beam. Next,

wo angled lines are milled into the deposited platinum, such that

he thickness of each slice can be verified after acquisition 

2 [38] ,

n top of which a thick layer of protective carbon is similarly de-

osited. Different deposition materials are used to provide visual

ontrast between the layers, assisting the fiducial pattern track-

ng. Slightly above the area of interest, a fiducial pad (of carbon)

s deposited, and a mark milled into it as a reference for the ion

eam during the automated tomography process. Finally, a large

C-trench” is milled using the highest current to reveal the face of

he desired data cube (see Fig. 4 a). 

Oftentimes in a 3D reconstruction, one is interested in segment-

ng two (or more) materials that are very similar in nature. Be-

ause of this, careful consideration of imaging parameters is neces-

ary in order to optimize the contrast between the phases of inter-

st, requiring the balancing of electron yield, interaction volume,

nd sample charging. While the specific settings will need to be

ailored to various material systems, their discussion is included

ere in order to provide insight into the important practical con-

iderations for FIB- nt data acquisition. In the composite cathode

nvestigated in this work, the LSM and YSZ phases are often very

ifficult to distinguish owing to the similarity between and poor

oom temperature conductivity of the materials. Previous work on

his system has revealed sufficient contrast can be extracted from

hese materials using low energy-loss backscattered electrons, col-

ected using an energy filtered backscatter detector [33] . While this

onfiguration was not available on the present tool, adequate (if

ot quite ideal) conditions were found using secondary electron

maging. The primary beam was low-energy, with an accelerating

oltage ( V acc ) of 750 V, and was operated in the magnetic immer-

ion mode. Detection utilized the “through the lens” detector (TLD)

ith a 600 V collection grid bias. 

In addition to improving contrast between phases, the low V acc 

mproves spatial resolution and reduces the total interaction vol-

me, enhancing the contrast within the epoxy-filled pores and pro-

iding sharper contrast at material edges. To prevent buildup of
2 See the FIB-SEM/fibtracking module of [30] . 

g  

h  

t  
harge within the specimen, images were taken using full frame

ntegration of 16 images with a short (100 ns) dwell time per pixel.

o improve the reliability of later quantifications, the field of view

nd resolution of the electron images were selected to result in ap-

roximately isometric voxel sizes (in this sample, ∼ 20 nm). Auto-

ocus and auto-contrast/brightness routines were performed be-

ore every image, resulting in raw images as shown in Fig. 4 b. The

ssignment of particular intensity levels to each phase was con-

rmed prior to the full data acquisition using energy dispersive X-

ay spectroscopy (EDS) scans (Oxford Instruments). 

Once the site preparations were completed, the FIB- nt process

as begun using the Auto Slice and View software (FEI Company).

he prepared site was selected as the area of interest and the slice

hickness was nominally set to 20 nm. Through post-acquisition

nalysis of the thickness tracking fiducials, the true slice thickness

as determined to be 20.0 ± 0.3 nm after approximately 40 slices

ere completed. Because earlier slices varied more in thickness

s the beam approached the sample volume, slices taken prior to

quilibration of the slice thickness were omitted from the analysis.

n a typical acquisition, each slice required a total of approximately

.5 min for milling and imaging. In the static geometry used here,

o stage motion is necessary during the FIB- nt collection. For the

ataset presented in this work, 605 usable slices were acquired

uring an approximately 28 h acquisition, yielding a total volume

after cropping) with x, y, z dimensions of (26.4, 19.9, 12.1) μm. 

.4. Data pre-processing 

In addition to the methods used to acquire the image data,

he processing steps that are taken can greatly affect the qual-

ty and fidelity of the resulting reconstruction. These processing

teps are taken prior to image segmentation in order to facilitate

he image labeling process and minimize the number of errors in

he resulting output. In this work, these steps were implemented

sing a variety of software, including Avizo Fire (FEI Company),

iji (open-source) [39] , and Python libraries such as NumPy [40] ,

penCV [41] , and scikit-image (open-source) [42] . Where pos-

ible, other open-source libraries with similar functionality are rec-

mmended, although may not be specifically implemented in this

ork. 

Collected images first require a shearing correction (in the y di-

ection) to account for anisotropic voxel sizes in the x and y di-

ections. This anisotropy is due to the foreshortening caused by

he 52 ° angle of electron beam illumination. Additionally, although

ach image is acquired relative to a predefined fiducial marker, fi-

al alignment using a least-squares optimization (using the ‘Align

lices’ module in Avizo Fire , or the ‘StackReg’ plugin in Fiji [43] ) will

emove any residual artifacts from errant drift correction. Follow-

ng alignment, the volume is then cropped to the area of interest

ithin the acquired data. 

Additionally, an intensity gradient is often observed on the ac-

uired slices, due to the shadowing (lower detection efficiency)

f electrons originating from the bottom of the sample face (see

ig. 5 a). The shadowing artifact derives from the geometry of the

ystem, and is a common issue in FIB- nt acquisitions that can com-

licate analysis [23] . Previous researchers have attempted to re-

ove this artifact by changing the sample geometry. One method

n particular, the block lift-out technique, has been demonstrated

o be very successful, but requires a great deal of time (6 h to pre-

are a 20 × 20 × 20 μm 

3 volume prior to any data acquisition)

6,44] . The shadowing in Fig. 5 a causes an overlap within the global

istogram between the brightest (YSZ) and moderate-intensity

LSM) phases. Bright pixels towards the bottom will be incorrectly

rouped with the moderate pixels towards the top, which greatly

inders the segmentation procedure. While the darker portions at

he bottom of the images could be cropped to remove the artifact
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Fig. 5. Example of an acquired image (a) before and (c) after FIB trench shading normalization. (b) Shows the “reslicing” of the sample volume that enables the normalization. 

(d) Histogram and kernel density estimate for each image. After shading correction, the image is no longer undersaturated, and there is greatly improved contrast between 

the three phases, evidenced by the emergence of clearer intensity peaks (although still overlapping). In particular, much of the illumination in the [ 50 − 100 ] range (top, 

red) has been corrected into the pore and LSM peaks at 20 and 160, respectively (bottom, green). All images are displayed on the same brightness/contrast scale. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(at the expense of the total reconstructed volume), a correction

mechanism is preferred to quickly enable full use of the acquired

data. 

A unique method to correct the intensity gradient observed

in the images is presented in Fig. 5 . The technique relies on the

fact that the intensity gradient is relatively constant on successive

slices in the z -direction and is only present in the y -direction. By

“reslicing” the image data onto an orthogonal set of xz -planes, the

gradient can be easily corrected. The original ( xy ) images will have

a gradient, but xz images will have uniform illumination on each

slice and get progressively darker as the stack progresses in the y -

direction ( Fig. 5 b). Each successive xz image can be normalized to

the first by matching the first and second order statistics of the

images’ probability distribution functions [45] . This normalization

along the y dimension effectively removes the intensity gradient

once the data is resliced to its original orientation (compare Fig. 5 a

and c). While surprisingly simple, this method greatly improves

the segmentation results by reducing the amount of pixel-intensity

overlap between adjacent phases ( Fig. 5 d) [30] . 

Finally, after all corrections are made, the images are filtered

using a two-dimensional, edge-preserving non-local means filter

implemented within Avizo Fire [46] . This filter is extremely ef-

fective at removing the noise present in FIB/SEM images while

retaining the fidelity of edges between particles. Various open-

source implementations of this algorithm are additionally available

[47,48] . 
m  
.5. Image segmentation 

As the number of phases present in a sample is increased, so

s the complexity of an automated segmentation strategy. For a

hree-component system such as that in the present study, simple

hresholding does not suffice to accurately label the particles con-

ained within the volume. Manual intervention should also be kept

o a minimum, for the sake of reproducibility as well as through-

ut. In this work, a marker-based watershed algorithm was used

49] , implemented within Avizo Fire . The markers were set by using

 conservative thresholding, such that only a fraction of the total

olume is assigned to a phase. Each catchment basin is then filled

ccording to the local gradient of illumination. This technique al-

ows for a mostly automated process, requiring limited manual in-

ervention to ensure that particularly challenging particles are cor-

ectly segmented. Final processing of the dataset involves restricted

moothing of the labels to reduce unphysically sharp corners, and

he removal of small “island” particles, which may be formed by

he presence of spurious single or few voxel labels. This segmented

binarized) dataset then formed the basis of the following quanti-

ative analysis. 

It should be noted that there is significant opportunity for ad-

ancement in this area. Current commercial solutions typically rely

n simple thresholding (with Avizo Fire’s watershed implementa-

ion a notable exception) to label images into a segmented vol-

me, often requiring extensive human interaction. A number of

ore advanced segmentation algorithms utilizing modern research
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n the machine learning and computer vision fields have been pre-

ented in the literature (see [50–53] ). Application of these methods

o FIB- nt data could greatly facilitate the reconstruction process,

nd would improve one of the most difficult and time-consuming

spects of the technique. 

. Computational procedures 

Once a segmented volume has been acquired, various mi-

rostructural parameters can be measured and calculated. In

OFCs, these values can then be directly related to cell perfor-

ance. A number of these parameters have been well described

n prior works [13,14,32] , and as such will only be briefly reviewed

ere. A more detailed discussion is provided for the calculation of

hase connectivity, phase tortuosity ( τ ), and triple phase bound-

ry density ( ρTPB ), as novel methods for these calculations were

eveloped specifically during this work. 

.1. Volume quantifications 

.1.1. Phase volume fractions ( η) 

The volume and surface area of each phase can be calculated

y generating a surface representation of each phase within Avizo

ire (analogous functionality is available using the Blender [54] or

TK [55] open-source software packages). Such routines create a

etwork of triangles (mesh) to represent a particular phase with

 three dimensional surface. Once the meshes are obtained, basic

tatistics for each phase can be calculated, including the total vol-

me and surface area (in Avizo , this is accomplished with the ‘Sur-

ace Area Volume’ module), as well as the surface area to volume

atio ( SA:V ). The volume fraction for each phase can be obtained

y dividing the volume of each phase by the total sample volume.

his method of using a surface mesh is more accurate than a sim-

le counting of voxels (used in prior works [18] ), particularly for

rea calculations. This is because a voxel counting algorithm will

verestimate the total surface area due to the discrete nature of

he rectilinear voxel edges. For SOFC materials, solid fractions for

ach cathode phase ( ηsolid ) can be computed as the fractional vol-

me for each solid phase (LSM and YSZ) relative to the total solid

hase volume: 

solid , LSM 

= 

V LSM 

V LSM 

+ V YSZ 

(1) 

omparing these ratios to those of the source materials enables

n analysis of potential mass transfer from one phase to another

uring cell operation. 

.1.2. Particle size ( d ) 

From the surface area and volume measurements, a global av-

rage of particle sizes can be determined through the use of a for-

ula common in the Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) method,

hich measures powder sizes using gas adsorption techniques:

 = 6 × V/S, where D is the average particle diameter and V and

 are the total phase volume and surface area, respectively [14,56] .

his method assumes spherical particle geometry, which is gen-

rally an invalid assumption for these types of particles, but pro-

ides a simple means by which to compare the particle size mag-

itude of the various phases, and has been used in numerous prior

IB/SEM reconstruction studies [14,18–20,26,57] . If desired, further

etail regarding the distribution of these parameters can be cal-

ulated as well, provided that individual particles can be suitably

eparated (which is not often the case for a very well percolated

hase like those observed in the SOFC sample investigated in this

ork). 
.1.3. Phase distribution 

Phase distributions throughout each sample volume can be

omputed by examining profiles of the distribution in each orthog-

nal direction ( x, y , and z ). This is useful for investigating whether

r not any anisotropic ordering is present within the phases. In

his work, the distribution was calculated as the fraction of each

lane that was occupied by each material along the profile direc-

ion. Within Avizo , this is accomplished using the ‘Volume per slice’

alculation available in the ‘Material Statistics’ module, but such a

alculation would be relatively simple to implement in any other

omputing environment ( e.g., Python and NumPy ). In addition to

iewing the phase distribution, the slope obtained by fitting a lin-

ar function to this profile allows for a measure of the magnitude

f the change in η ( ∇η), which can be compared between direc-

ions and samples. Variations in the phase distribution could imply

igration of phases within the volume, and could have significant

mpacts on transport kinetics. 

.2. Phase connectivity 

The interconnectivity of different phases in a sample is a pa-

ameter that is often critical in determining the bulk transport

roperties and possible kinetic pathways of various reactions that

ay take place within it. A common technique to analyze this con-

ectivity is to “skeletonize” the structure, making use of any num-

er of possible algorithms [58] . The goal of these methods is to

epresent each phase by a graph that is homotopic (representa-

ive), thin (single voxel), and medial (at the center of the phase)

59,60] . In this work, Avizo Fire was used to calculate the skele-

ons (in particular, the ‘Distance Map,’ ‘Distance-Ordered Thinner,’

Trace Lines,’ and ‘Evaluate on Lines’ modules). Using these indi-

idual modules (rather than the supplied “Auto Skeleton” feature)

llowed for careful tailoring of module inputs to obtain a skeleton

ree of “starburst” artifacts, which are often produced using the de-

ault settings, especially in areas with large particles. Similar func-

ionality is available in the ITK [61,62] and CGAL [63,64] libraries. 

Using one of these techniques, the skeleton network for each

hase can be calculated, and they each consist of one or more dis-

rete graphs . Each graph in turn is comprised of a series of nodes

hat are connected by edges . A number of useful statistics regarding

he network can be figured, many of which were first introduced

n the SOFC literature by Gostovic et al. [13] . A brief overview of

hese metrics is provided here, and a simple illustration of each is

iven in Fig. 6 for reference. Useful among the quantifiable parame-

ers are the number of edges ( E ) and nodes ( N ) within the skeleton

etwork of each phase, as well as their volumetric density, relative

o total sample volume ( ρE and ρN , respectively). From these val-

es, the degree of each node ( k i ) can be calculated by counting the

umber of edges coinciding at each node: k i = E i /N i . The mean of

hese values ( k ) gives a measure of the amount of self-connectivity

n each phase [13] . Finally, the mean topological length ( L ) defines

he average distance throughout the network that can be traveled

etween branching nodes. Physically, this property can be inter-

reted as a sort of mean free path for particles traversing the net-

ork. L is calculated by summing the lengths of each edge within

he network ( l i ) and dividing by the number of nodes present: 

 = 

1 

N 

∑ 

i 

l i . (2) 

In addition to these metrics from previous works, another use-

ul measurement that can be obtained from the skeleton model is

he degree of percolation for a phase ( p ). This parameter aims to

uantify the fraction of the overall skeleton network length that is

nterconnected (percolated). Each phase network (with total length

 and mean topological length L ) consists of a finite number of

ndividual graphs (with lengths L ), and each graph represents a
i 
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Fig. 6. (a) Artificial simulation of a 2D phase, consisting of two discontinuous com- 

ponents. (b) Theoretical skeletonization of the phase presented in (a). This total 

network consists of two graphs, with lengths L 1 = l a + l b + l c + l d and L 2 = l i + l ii . 

In this simple example, N = 8 , E = 6 , L = ( L 1 + L 2 ) / 8 , and k for each node is rep- 

resented by a small number adjacent to each node. (c) Example determination of 

the degree of percolation, p , for the LSM phase within the SOFC sample character- 

ized in this work. The percentage change in cumulative network length �L cum is 

calculated, and the value of L cum / L where �L cum < 1% is taken as p . 
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portion of the total network that is discontinuous with the re-

mainder of the network (see Fig. 6 a and b for a simple example).

If a phase is particularly discontinuous, its network will consist of

many smaller graphs. A fully percolated phase on the other hand

would be represented by one large graph. The degree of percola-

tion ( p ) is defined in this work by sorting the individual graphs

by length and finding the point at which the cumulative network

length changes by less than 1% as follows: The individual graphs

(with lengths L i ) are sorted in decreasing order and their cumu-

lative sum ( L cum 

) is calculated. If the total length of the network

is L , the value of p is taken to be the value of L cum 

/ L at the point

where adding successive terms to L cum 

cause a change ( �L cum 

) of

less than 1%. Formally, p can be defined as: 

p = 

∑ 

n L n 

L 
s . t . 

L n +1 

L 
< 1% (3)

A p near unity represents a phase that is fully percolated through-

out the sampled volume, while significant deviations correspond to

poorly connected phases. An example determination of p is shown

in Fig. 6 c. 

3.3. Tortuosity ( τ ) 

Another useful microstructural measure in these systems is the

amount of tortuosity in each phase. In general, “tortuosity” ( τ )

is a rather poorly defined parameter [65] , and is frequently de-

termined differently for each particular case in question. At its

essence however, tortuosity represents the added difficulty that a

particle traveling through a phase experiences due to the complex-

ity of the available physical paths (such as a gas molecule through

the pore space). Among other properties, the degree of tortuos-

ity can affect the ease of molecular diffusion and both electrical

and ionic conductivity through a material [34] . As such, it is an

important parameter to accurately quantify in any system poten-
ially limited by species transport, especially in SOFC cathodes and

nodes. 

Within the literature specific to SOFC electrode reconstructions,

arious methods have been used to calculate τ . Generally, τ can

e calculated on a geometric, hydraulic, electrical, or diffusion ba-

is [65] , leading to disparate methods being used throughout prior

orks. Some of the earliest techniques were based on a Monte

arlo method, approximating molecular flux through a finite ele-

ent model of the pore volume in an SOFC anode [16] . Vivet et al.

24] further expanded upon this method with a finite difference

olution to the diffusive transport equation. Joos et al. [23] used a

imilar method to calculate electrical tortuosity, solving Ohm’s law

n a finite element model to compare effective conductivities, the

atio of which was defined as the tortuosity. 

Besides these application specific techniques, another set of

ethods are those based on purely geometric ( a.k.a. geodesic) con-

iderations. These methods are much simpler to calculate, and aim

o describe purely the physical tortuousness of the microstructure.

ecause they do not rely on a material’s diffusivity or conductiv-

ty, the values obtained can be easily compared between different

hases, materials, and samples, at the expense of a direct physical

nterpretation of the results. In short, the geometric tortuosity be-

ween two points is simply the ratio of the geodesic distance ( L G )

nd the euclidean distance ( L E ) between them. L G is the shortest

ath that is possible given the presence of any interfering struc-

ure (such as another phase), and L E is what the shortest distance

ould be if there were no hindering structure (the “straight-line”

istance or sample thickness). 

Some of the first methods to calculate the geometric tortuosity

elied on tracking the center of mass of each phase on each slice,

nd comparing the length of this path to the straight line distance

hrough the sampled volume in the same direction [13,19] . This

echnique has since been made available in Avizo as the “Centroid

ath Tortuosity” module. While simple to implement, this method

as significant limitations in that it calculates the geodesic dis-

ance globally, rather than at every point within the volume. This

esults in the method being generally insensitive to local varia-

ions in structure, such as can arise from bottlenecks and phase

iscontinuities. Another approach to calculating the geometric tor-

uosity based on a diffusion-simulating random walk method has

een used in the literature as well [22,66] , providing both local

nd global information about tortuosity, but requiring significant

omputational effort. 

In this work, a geometric approach to calculating tortuosity has

een implemented. Unlike prior methods, it does not depend on

omputationally-intensive simulation, and τ is calculated at every

oint within the volume, rather than on a global basis. Specifically,

he definition of τ used in this work is that provided by Gommes

t al. [34] , which has gained traction in recent literature (e.g. [67–

9] ): 

= lim 

L G ,L E →∞ 

L G 
L E 

(4)

here L G and L E are the geodesic and euclidean distances, respec-

ively. Fig. 7 illustrates the method for a pore phase τ calculation

n the LSM/YSZ composite cathode. The geodesic distance ( Fig. 7 a)

s calculated at every point throughout the volume using a Fast

arching Method (FMM) [70,71] . The euclidean distance ( Fig. 7 b)

s calculated as a simple “straight-line” measurement, parallel to

he particular direction of interest. The tortuosity ( Fig. 7 c) was then

gured by dividing these values. While the true L G → ∞ limit of τ
annot be figured exactly due to the limited sampling volume, a

epresentative average value for each direction can be obtained by

omputing the tortuosity profile ( Fig. 7 d) along each dimension. To

educe the impact of local oscillations in the profile, the mean and
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Fig. 7. Example of tortuosity calculation (in the x direction) for the pore space in an SOFC cathode sample. The (a) geodesic and (b) euclidean distances from the elec- 

trolyte/cathode interface are calculated for every voxel within the cathode volume. Dividing these values at every point yields (c) the tortuosity at every voxel. This data 

can be averaged into (d) a profile along any direction, in this case x , which is perpendicular to the interface of interest. The error of the measurement depends on the 

convergence (as a function of sampled volume), and is estimated as ± one standard deviation of the data contained within the final 25% of the profile (as shaded above). 
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tandard deviation of τ within the last 25% of the profile (as high-

ighted in Fig. 7 d) is reported as the value and error for τ . As will

e shown in Section 4 , this technique correctly indicates signifi-

antly higher error in the measurements of τ for phases with a

arge degree of discontinuity. 

Of further interest in the specific application of τ to SOFC sam-

les is the ratio of volume phase fraction to tortuosity, η/ τ . This

arameter is a determining factor for the effective diffusivity of

aseous molecules through the porous structure an electrode. The

ffective diffusivity due to the tortuous porous structure has been

efined as 

 eff = 

η

τ
D (5) 

here D is the Knudsen diffusivity without the effects of poros-

ty and tortuosity [72] . Using this ratio, relationships between the

xpected D eff can be examined by measuring only two relatively

imple microstructural properties. 

.4. Triple phase boundary density 

In many multiphase systems, the distribution of the common

oundaries between materials is critical in controlling the reac-

ions that take place within a device, and contributes significantly

o its overall performance. In electrochemical devices such as a

omposite SOFC cathode, the triple phase boundary (TPB) is a

ocation where all three phases (cathode, electrolyte, and pore

pace) meet, and the three necessary reactants (electrons, ions, and

aseous oxygen) are present. The total network of TPB locations

epresent sites where O can be reduced according to the oxygen
2 
eduction reaction (ORR): 

1 

2 

O 2 + V 

••
O + 2 e ′ = O 

×
O , (6)

llowing the air-side operation of the fuel cell. A direct relation-

hip between the volumetric density of TPB points ( ρTPB ) and SOFC

erformance has been previously observed [19,73] , making the ac-

urate quantification of this parameter of utmost importance. As

uch, a brief review (and evaluation) of some common methods,

s well as a description of an improved implementation for the

alculation of L TPB are presented here. 

.4.1. Existing methods 

L TPB (and ρTPB ) have been quantified using numerous tech-

iques, leading to some discrepancy between reported values, even

or similar materials [33,74] . Among the techniques that have been

sed are phase change analysis, [19] , intersection point analy-

is [13] , theoretical simulation [74] , stereology [75] , voxel edge-

ounting [32] , centroid smoothed edge-counting [21] , and the vol-

me expansion method [22,66] . As expected, the values produced

y each of these methods vary based on the differences of the

nderlying techniques. Some of these methods (in particular the

dge-counting methods) overestimate TPB lengths due to improper

andling of the discrete nature of a three-dimensional voxel rep-

esentation. The centroid smoothing algorithm, essentially a three-

imensional box filter, improves upon edge-counting by simulating

 more physically realistic TPB path through the volume [21] . 
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic diagram of the centroid smoothing algorithm used to calculate the TPB network. The diagram is shown in two dimensions, but the concepts are easily 

extended to three. The black path ( ABCD . . . ) depicts a theoretical path of TPB edges with a branch occurring at point F. The centroids of subsequent edges (green dots) are 

connected, and a new point is created at all branching points in order to preserve the topology of the original TPB network. The centroid smoothed network is represented 

by the solid red lines. The dashed lines represent how the network would be figured without correction of branching points. (b–e) Example of a branching TPB path and 

how the total length calculated will vary depending on the direction of approach when counting TPB edge lengths. (f) Addition of centroid at branching point. (g) TPB path 

determined using additional centroid. The total path length remains consistent regardless of direction of approach during the calculation. (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3.4.2. Implementation of a centroid edge counting method 

In this work, a centroid smoothed edge-counting technique to

measure TPB networks is presented. This method extends and im-

proves the implementation presented by Shikazono et al. [21] , and

has been made publicly available. 3 An overview of the algorithm is

presented in Fig. 8 . Briefly, this algorithm operates on a segmented

volume by finding the voxel edges (i.e. the edges of a cube) where

the four neighboring voxels contain all three phases. The edges

are joined into TPB paths to form a TPB network for each vol-

ume, which is then smoothed by a centroid box filtering process.

Within the TPB path, the centroid of the triangles formed by voxel

edge midpoints is used to determine the overall path. The filter is

clamped at endpoints of a TPB path (such as A in Fig. 8 a), such that

the endpoint is used to fill the neighborhood where a midpoint is

missing. 

Additionally, the algorithm presented in this work has been op-

timized to include homotopic network descriptions at branching

TPB points. Because of the branching points, the network could

fail a self-consistency test if calculated multiple times starting from

different points within the structure, as shown in Fig. 8 c–e. A sim-

ple solution to this problem is to add an additional point at the

center of each branch within the path. The center is determined

by finding the centroid of the voxel edge midpoints surrounding

each branch ( Fig. 8 f). Once this has been done at all branching lo-

cations, the TPB network is built by connecting the TPB paths as

shown in Fig. 8 g. This technique ensures that the total TPB length

will be measured the same regardless of the direction from which

the length is measured, and that the topology of the true TPB net-

work is preserved. 
3 See the TPB scripts module of [30] . 

w  

v

e  
.4.3. Comparison to volume expansion method 

Recently, a “volume expansion” method has gained favor within

he literature as an alternative means by which to calculate the

PB network due to its computational simplicity. This method uses

lobal morphological operations on each phase and does not re-

uire the traversal of the entire volume [22] . Briefly, the volume

xpansion method consists of three steps: a morphological dila-

ion of the three phases that are present, a logical operation to find

here the three phases overlap, and the thinning of the resulting

olume to yield a three-dimensional network. While this method

s more computationally efficient than an edge-counting algorithm,

t relies on a number of configurable parameters that can signifi-

antly affect the resulting network. The direction, dimensionality

nd magnitude of the dilation all affect the morphology of the re-

ulting overlapping volume, in addition to the parameters used in

he algorithm to skeletonize the volume. 

To examine these effects, a test volume was created as shown in

ig. 9 . While the model is simplistic, it is effective in demonstrating

ome of the most important limitations inherent in the volume ex-

ansion method. It consists of two overlapping circles (with radii

f 60 voxels) in the xy plane that have been extruded in the z di-

ension. The vertical position of the circles ( y ) is determined by

he arbitrary sinusoidal function y = 20 sin 

(
2 π
400 z 

)
, resulting in an

-shaped volume ( Fig. 9 b). Each circle and the surrounding volume

re considered a distinct phase, such that there are two TPB paths

ithin the volume, each with a full period sine wave path with

ength 409.7 linear voxel units ( lvu ), calculated by integrating the

rc length of y ( z ). Summing the lengths of the two paths gives an

xact theoretical L TPB of 819.4 lvu . The volume expansion method

as tested by repeating the TPB measurement on this theoretical

olume using various dilation and skeletonization settings ( Fig. 9 c–

). Depending on the settings used, the length of the resulting TPB
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Fig. 9. Example of TPB test volume and volume expansion calculation method. (a) 2D template used to create test volume. The red dots highlight the TPB points in two 

dimensions. The positions of the two circles were oscillated together in the y -direction to generate (b), a 3D volume extruded in the z -direction. In this example, ϕ = 

2 π
400 

, 

such that one period of the sine function was completed over the 400 z voxels. (c) The original surfaces are dilated by four voxels in each of the six neighboring directions, 

causing the two cylinders to overlap one another by a small amount. Evidence of the overlap is visible in the area circled in red. (d) The overlapping volume of the dilated 

data is located at the interface between the two phases, as expected. (e) This volume is then skeletonized using typical thinning algorithms to yield the TPB network (shown 

in red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the two methods used to determine TPB network on the test volume described in Fig. 9 . (a) TPB network measured using the volume expansion 

method (red, color online ). Note, the “best-case” parameters were used in this figure, resulting in a measurement of 823.2 lvu (0.5% error). (b) TPB network measured using 

the centroid edge-counting method (yellow, color online ) gives a measurement of 820.9 lvu (0.2% error). The outlined region is shown in detail in (c), demonstrating the 

differences between the two methods. Notice that for the centroid algorithm introduced in this work, the TPB path endpoint is properly located at the edge of the volume 

ensuring an accurate calculation of the total L TPB . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 

Comparison of the centroid edge-counting and volume expansion methods used 

to calculate L TPB for the sample volume of Fig. 9 . Units of each value are lvu ; the 

percentage provided represents the degree of error compared to the true L TPB 

value. For the volume expansion method, the minimum, mean, and maximum 

values obtained for a range of algorithm input parameters are reported. 

Ground truth L TPB Centroid edge counting Volume expansion 

819.4 820.9 (0.2%) Min: 814.5 ( −1.2%) 

Mean: 834.6 (1.9%) 

Max: 880.4 (7.5%) 
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etwork was found to vary by up to approximately 9% (see Table 1 ).

y contrast, the implementation of the centroid method presented

n this work (which does not use “tunable” parameters) obtained

lmost the exact correct result, within 0.2% error of the true

alue. 

A detailed comparison of TPB paths obtained with both the

olume expansion and centroid edge-counting method is shown

n Fig. 10 . In Fig. 10 c, the difference between the two methods is

learly seen. When used with the “best-case” parameters, the vol-

me expansion method was able to approximate the theoretical

 TPB in this simple example, but it is clear that this is due to two

istinct errors counteracting one another. First, the location of the

PB endpoints is incorrectly placed, as can be observed by the dis-

lacement of the red sphere from the top edge of the cylinder vol-
me in Fig. 10 c. Due to the volume dilation and then erosion, the

hase microstructure is intentionally modified, and the exact po-

ition of the TPB path edge is lost. As such, the node at the end

f the TPB path is not explicitly preserved at the phase boundary.

his error serves to shorten the overall measured L TPB , but is coun-

eracted by the insufficient smoothing of the TPB network when

enerated by volume expansion. This is evidenced clearly by the

nphysical “zig-zag” pattern that arises from the discrete nature

f the voxel representation and is visible in Fig. 10 c. This results

n a wide range of possible values for the measurement, depend-

ng on the specific settings used for the morphological operations.

n a real dataset, these small errors will be greatly magnified due

o the large number of discrete TPB paths within the overall net-

ork. In fact, the range of L TPB values obtained for one experimen-

al dataset varied ± 30% depending on the settings used for dila-

ion and skeletonization, indicating that while the volume expan-

ion method may be suitable for simple structures, it is likely less

ppropriate for complex ones such as those observed in compos-

te SOFC electrodes due to the convolution of multiple sources of

rror. 

.4.4. Estimation of electrochemical activity 

Of particular interest in the electrochemical applications of FIB-

t is a measurement of the expected “activity” of the different

arts of the TPB network. Within a composite cathode, a certain
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Fig. 11. Example classification of triple phase boundary network shown with an example LSM-YSZ composite cathode sample. (a) The LSM (electronic conductor) and YSZ 

(ionic conductor) volume models are displayed (red and yellow, respectively; color online ) with the TPB network visible at the boundaries; (b) the YSZ volume model has 

been removed, leaving just the LSM and the TPB network colored by their electrochemical classifications: active (green), inactive (red), and unknown (yellow) (c) volume 

model of LSM network, colored by connected component activity, revealing how the connectivity of the LSM components determines the TPB activity due to its limited 

percolation in this sample. The displayed volume is a limited sub-sample of an overall FIB- nt acquisition (sub-volume is approximately 6 × 10 × 9 μm). (For interpretation of 

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Detailed FIB- nt reconstruction parameters of the composite LSM- 

YSZ cathode sample shown in Fig. 12 . Voxel dimensions are in 

nm; Bounding box dimensions are in μm. 

Total volume Voxel size Bounding box 

x y z x y z 

6359.3 μm 

3 19.5 24.7 20.0 26.4 19.9 12.1 
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proportion of the TPB network is expected to be isolated from any

larger percolated phase network, and because of this will not con-

tribute to useful ionic, electronic, or gas conduction. Thus, it is

useful to determine the active vs. inactive L TPB , in addition to the

total length. The present techniques and definitions used to de-

termine TPB activity have been proposed in prior works [32,33] ,

and have been incorporated into the L TPB algorithm presented in

Section 3.4.2 . 

Briefly, once the overall TPB network has been calculated, it is

analyzed for activity by examining the connectivity of the phases

(referred to as connected components or CC ) to which it is con-

nected. The connectivity of adjacent voxels is restricted to only

those that share at least one face, meaning each voxel has a possi-

bility of six nearest neighbors. Each CC is classified as either perco-

lated, isolated , or dead-end , depending on which boundaries of the

volume it intersects. A percolated CC is one that extends to two or

more of the sampled volume’s faces. This is a necessary approx-

imation since only a limited volume of the total sample can be

examined through FIB- nt , a percolated CC is assumed to be well-

connected to the overall sample volume. A dead-end CC is one that

borders just one face of and ends within the sampled volume. An

isolated CC is one that is contained completely within the sam-

pled volume, and has no intersections with the volume bound-

aries. An example of this classification process is shown in Fig. 11

for a sample SOFC cathode volume. In this sample the pore and

YSZ phases were almost completely percolated, meaning the per-

formance of the sample was limited by electronic conduction and

the LSM phase determined the overall activity of the TPB network.

Fig. 11 c shows the CC evaluation for the LSM phase, with green,

yellow, and red representing active, unknown, and inactive classi-

fications, respectively. 

Once the CC have been classified, each TPB edge is categorized

based on the classes of the four voxels that it connects. An inac-

tive TPB edge is one that contacts any voxel of an isolated CC . A

TPB edge is unknown if it does not contact any isolated CC , but

does contact at least one dead-end CC, and an active TPB edge is

one that contacts only percolated CC . The total TPB network com-

prises multiple TPB paths that each are a set of connected TPB

edges. Each TPB path is classified based upon the edges it con-

tains. A path is active if all edges are active, unknown if all edges

are either active or unknown, and inactive if any edges are inac-

tive. Finally, since the ratio between the active and inactive L TPB is

assumed to be accurate even with the presence of unknown TPBs,

the final active L TPB is figured as: 

L TPB , A = A 

(
1 + 

U 

A + I 

)
(7)
here A, U , and I are the active, unknown, and inactive L TPB values

nitially calculated, respectively. Dividing L TPB by the sample vol-

me gives the triple phase boundary density ( ρTPB ), which can be

ompared between samples. Finally, the fractions of the TPB net-

ork that are active and inactive ( f a , TPB and f i , TPB ) can be com-

ared. 

. Results and discussion 

To demonstrate the implementation of the methods from

ections 2 and 3 , a FIB- nt analysis was performed on the SOFC

ample described in Section 2.1 . Details of the reconstruction are

rovided in Fig. 12 and Table 2 . The sample volume was sliced at a

ominal z resolution of 20 nm. The smallest average particle diam-

ter was for the YSZ phase (715 nm), meaning this slice thickness

ell exceeds the minimum 10 slice per particle standard that has

een proposed for FIB/SEM reconstructions [14] . The actual thick-

ess of the slices were verified after acquisition through geometric

nalysis of fiducial markers [38] , and were found to remain within

pproximately 5% of the nominal value. As such, uniform thick-

esses in the z direction were assumed in order to simplify the

ubsequent numerical operations. x–y pixel resolutions were close

o 20 nm to provide approximately cubic voxels. 

To gain an understanding of the statistical significance of the

icrostructural quantifications, a subsampling technique was used

o measure the variance of each parameter throughout the col-

ected volume. Each quantification was repeated 400 times on

maller (4 × 4 × 4 μm 

3 ) volumes extracted from random loca-

ions within the cathode volume. Based on these data populations,

 percentile bootstrap algorithm was used to estimate the 95% con-

dence intervals of their means [76,77] , providing a measure of the

rror inherent in each microstructural quantification. 

The results of the FIB- nt reconstruction are presented in Table 3 ,

resented in categories aligned with the parameters described in

ach subsection of Section 3 . 
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Fig. 12. Results from the FIB- nt acquisition and reconstruction process on an LSM-YSZ composite SOFC cathode. (a) Three-dimensional view of the acquired SEM images 

(Pore – black , LSM – mid-gray , YSZ – bright gray ) and (b) reconstruction into a 3D volume model after image preprocessing and segmentation (Pore – not shown , LSM – red , 

YSZ – yellow ). Dimensions of the volume are (26.4, 19.9, 12.1) μm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 

Table 3 

Detailed FIB- nt reconstruction results for the composite LSM-YSZ cathode sample shown in Fig. 12 . Microstructural parameters are discussed in the text, and their symbols 

reviewed below the table. 

Volume and surface 

η(%): LSM YSZ Pore d (nm): LSM YSZ Pore 

24.2 ± 0.5 35.1 ± 0.4 40.7 ± 0.3 940 ± 10 715 ± 3 798 ± 4 

∇η (%/μm): x 5.8 ×10 -2 2.9 ×10 -2 −8.7 ×10 -2 SA:V LSM YSZ Pore 

y 1.9 ×10 -2 −2.0 ×10 -1 1.8 ×10 -1 (μm 

−1 ): 6.4 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.1 7.5 ± 0.1 

z −1.8 ×10 -4 2.1 ×10 -1 −2.1 ×10 -1 

ηsolid (%): LSM YSZ 

Actual 40.9 ± 0.7 59.1 ± 0.7 

Expected 47.6 52.4 

Connectivity statistics 

LSM YSZ Pore LSM YSZ Pore 

ρE (μm 

−3 ): 0.6 ± 0.1 6 ± 1 7 ± 1 p : 0.65 1.00 1.00 

ρN (μm 

−3 ): 0.7 ± 0.1 4.2 ± 0.6 4.8 ± 0.7 L (nm): 1010 ± 20 888 ± 4 896 ± 5 

k : 1.7 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.1 3.06 ± 0.06 

Tortuosity 

τ : LSM YSZ Pore η/ τ : LSM YSZ Pore 

x 1.30 ± 0.04 1.054 ± 0.002 1.024 ± 0.001 x 0.19 ± 0.05 0.33 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.03 

y 1.42 ± 0.07 1.050 ± 0.002 1.024 ± 0.001 y 0.17 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.03 

z 1.48 ± 0.05 1.065 ± 0.003 1.038 ± 0.001 z 0.16 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.03 

Triple phase boundaries 

Total Active Inactive 

L TPB (μm): 22,490 11,175 11,315 f a , TPB : 0.50 ± 0.01 

ρTPB (μm 

−2 ): 3.9 ± 0.1 1.94 ± 0.08 1.97 ± 0.08 f i , TPB : 0.50 ± 0.01 

η phase fraction ρE, N skeleton edge/node density η/ τ phase fraction to tortuosity ratio 

∇η phase distribution gradient k average node degree 

ηsolid solid phase fraction p degree of percolation L TPB TPB length 

d average particle size L mean topological length ρTPB TPB density 

SA:V surface area to volume ratio τ geometric tortuosity f a , TPB activity fraction 

4
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.1. Volume quantifications 

The volume fractions ( η) of the three phases reveal a volume

orosity of approximately 41%, slightly lower than has been re-

orted previously for LSM-YSZ cathode layers [33] . This value of

1% was found to be consistent with multiple other samples inves-

igated (but not reported) in this work, providing confidence in the

ower result. 

The phase fraction gradients ( ∇η) reveal little change in the

athode regardless of direction. The values found for ∇η indicate

 total change of � 1% over the entire cathode thickness ( x direc-

ion), suggesting there is no significant change in volume fraction

t the length scales examined in this study. 

The solid phase fractions provide information about the ratio

f electronic to ionic conductor (LSM to YSZ), and whether any

ignificant change from the expected ratio has manifested in the

econstruction. Given a 50/50 wt% mixture of the source materi-
 s  
ls, a volume ratio of 47.6/52.4 would be expected for LSM/YSZ if

o substantial change has occurred. The results in Table 3 indicate

 significant deviation from this ratio, implying (most likely) that

 chemical change has occurred, causing more material to appear

righter and to be classified as YSZ. 

From average particle size d determinations, the LSM particles

ere found to be significantly larger than those of the YSZ and the

ore phase, and their sizes show reasonable agreement with the

ominal particle diameters of 900 nm for LSM and 600 nm for YSZ.

ikewise, the LSM had a significantly lower surface area to volume

atio ( SA:V ), suggesting these particles are overall smoother, with

ess corrugation in the surface. 

.2. Phase connectivity 

Results from the quantification of the phase skeletons reveal a

ignificant difference between the connectivity of the LSM and the
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YSZ phases in the present sample. The density of skeleton edges

( ρE ) and nodes ( ρN ) are drastically lower in the LSM than in either

the YSZ or pore phase, meaning it is a simpler phase structure that

can be described with fewer network components. Likewise, the

average node degree ( k ) is correspondingly lower in LSM, suggest-

ing lower connectivity in the phase. The degree of percolation ( p )

indicates that the LSM is poorly connected throughout the volume

(compared to complete percolation of YSZ and the pore), and re-

veals that restricted electronic transport through the LSM will limit

performance of the device. Similarly, the average topological length

( L ) is longest for LSM due to its larger particles with fewer branch-

ing points. All of the connectivity statistics are effectively identical

between the YSZ and pore networks, suggesting that these values

may be common for all fully-percolated phases. 

4.3. Tortuosity 

The results for tortuosity ( τ ) once again reveal LSM as the

transport limiting phase. Due to its poor connectivity, there was

often a lack of continuous pathway in the LSM throughout the en-

tire sample volume, leading to significantly higher values of τ and

correspondingly higher uncertainties. Within each phase, there is

little change with respect to direction of calculation, demonstrat-

ing the isotropic nature of τ in this sample. There is a slight in-

crease in τ values in the z direction, which is primarily attributed

to the shorter length sampled in that dimension compared to the

others (12.1 μm vs. ∼ 20 μm). This reduced length limits the size

of L E in Eq. (4) , which will lead to larger values of τ (see Fig. 7 d).

The conclusions from measurements of τ are affirmed when con-

sidering the phase fraction to tortuosity ratio ( η/ τ ). This parameter

is expected to be proportional to the effective diffusivity ( Eq. (5) )

and provides a more intuitive insight into how the geometry of

a phase will affect its transport properties. Again, isotropic values

are obtained, with LSM having the lowest η/ τ of the three phases,

yielding reduced conduction through this phase. 

4.4. Triple phase boundaries 

The total density of triple phase boundary points ( ρTPB ) for this

sample was found to be 3.9 ± 0.1 μm 

−2 . Prior theoretical studies re-

garding the dependence of ρTPB on particle size and η indicate that

a value in the range of 2 μm 

−2 to 6 μm 

−2 would be expected for

the microstructure measured in this work [74] . This indicates the

ρTPB calculation algorithm introduced here produces results that

can be directly compared with other studies. 

Both the total ρTPB and the active fraction are significantly de-

pendent on the initial particle size of the source material and the

specific sintering conditions (which control final particle size) [78] .

The active fraction of the TPB network ( f a , TPB ) was found to be 50%

for this sample. Results from a similar LSM-YSZ cathode measured

by Wilson et al. [33] have found higher f a , TPB values (67%), but

their study reconstructed a total cathode volume of only 685 μm 

3 

(about one-tenth of that studied in this work), suggesting that the

limited volume may artificially inflate measurements of f a , TPB , due

to the definition of activity being dependent on edge connectivity.

This result underscores the importance of collecting a sufficiently

large volume for accurate quantification. 

5. Conclusions 

FIB- nt is a remarkably powerful technique for measuring ma-

terial microstructures, and is applicable to wide range of sample

types. Analyses of “advanced” microstructural properties such as

tortuosity and triple phase boundary length are of great interest

when it comes to determining the behavior of many material sys-

tems, but are difficult to quantify with currently available commer-
ial and open-source tools. Additionally, specific implementations

rom research are rarely made available to the community, leading

o severe discrepancies between reported methods. 

This work has introduced and provided an overview of a num-

er of techniques that can be used to process FIB- nt data and

uantify the microstructural properties of a reconstructed volume.

ignificant advancements have been presented in the correction of

he common FIB-shading artifact, allowing for improved segmen-

ations. Additional improvements in the calculation of microstruc-

ural parameters have been presented, in particular for tortuosity

nd triple phase boundaries. The implementations introduced in

his work have been made available for public use in an online

ode repository, with the intent of allowing peer-review of not only

esults, but methodology as well [30] . 

Examples of the calculations discussed in this work have been

eported for an LSM-YSZ SOFC composite cathode layer. The results

re largely in line with prior reports on this system, with the most

ignificant variation apparent in ηsolid and f a , TPB . These calculations

evealed LSM as the transport-limiting phase in this cell, due to its

igh tortuosity and poor connectivity. These results demonstrate

 baseline quantification for the LSM-YSZ system, and provide a

ommon and open methodological framework that can be easily

xtended to future FIB- nt reconstructions in a wide range of mate-

ial systems. 
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